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Om <>( tht Many Editorials Commenting on
" Tn >>/< ndOUS Toronto.

'

"TREMENDOUS TORONTO.'
A REVEALING EXHIBIT.

For manj yean a Bturdy and aj e upholder

of the righl of hia city to claim a worthy place among
the centres of wealth and culture of America. Mr.

W. s. Dinnick, has culminated his campaign with a book

called "Tremendous Toronto."

Only one keenly observant of the manifold activi-

rowing city, can maintain an adequate ap-

preciation of its progress, ami in liis work—which

appears opportunely on the eve of a great gathering

of advertisers and publicists
— Mr. Dinnick presents

much knowledge about Toronto which will very likely

Burpriee e en the traditional oldesl inhabitant. "Tre-

mendous Toronto" is not a jumble of obvious statis-

tics, luit an interesting essay upon the achievements of

the city and its population, a consideration by a

i rain. •,! business mind of the many factors which enter

into OUT growth, but which are rarely recognized, and

a Btudy nf the future which breathes a spirit of faith

and courageous optimism.

A very larg lition of "Tremendous Toronto.
- '

which might easily and properly have been the task of a

civic instead of a prival ganization lias been

prepared, and copies may be obtained upon application
to the Dovercourt Land, Building & Savings Company,
Limited.

—Editorial from The Globe, Toronto.

Copyright, Canada, 1914,

by W. 8. Dinnick.
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VIEW OF TORONTO'S SKYSCRAPERS FROM THE ROOF OF A NEARBY BUILDING.

TremendousToronto
ORONTO is a city that employs no

commissioner to seek out industries,

no department to boom its advant-

ages wherever idle capital may be

turned into investment channels, and
it has no organizations to boom the

city's worth and great attractions. In this, Toronto

is unique among the cities of Canada and America.

Whatever publicity may be given Toronto as a place
for the worker or for the investment of money must
be given through private agency. That is the reason
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A VIEW OF TORONTO FROM UNIVERSITY AVENUE.

for this book. It will endeavor to give Toronto's

measure among sister cities of the North American

continent, some indication of the growth in an indus-

trial and commercial way that it is now enjoying,
and set forth some idea of the situation as regards

property investments and values.

ONTARIO, THE FARMING CENTRE OF CANADA.

So much has been heard of Canada's grain-

growing prairies that it is but natural the impression
should be held abroad that the country's energies are

devoted almost entirely to farming, and that on the

plains of the West. Ontario, of which Toronto is the

capital, with one-sixth of the Province's population
of three million people, yearly produces forty per

DOVERCOURX LANJD
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THE CANYON, CORNER KING AND YONGE STREETS.

cent, of the total field products of Canada's nine

Provinces. Its live stock and its dairy products are

far in excess of those of the Prairie and Pacific

Provinces. This western country has built up such
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ADOPTED PLANS OF THE PROPOSED ART GALLERY.

cities as Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Victoria and

Vancouver.

TORONTO'S RELATION TO THE MINERAL WEALTH OF
CANADA.

The farm wealth of Canada is great, but the

mines of Canada stand high in the list of sources of

income. In Ontario are mines that, during 1913,
were responsible for a production of $55,000,000—
over one-third of Canada's mineral output. These
mines, which are a night's journey from Toronto, the

capital city, were financed almost entirely bv Toronto,
and their rich yearly revenue is distributed in

Toronto.

The two sources of national wealth, mining and
agriculture, which reach their greatest development
in the Province contiguous and contributory to To-
ronto, are reinforced by a third—timber. Last vear's
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NEW TECHNICAL SCHOOL (PRACTICALLY COMPLETED).

cut of timber in Ontario was one-fourth of Canada's

total of $195,000,000.

Great as these sources of wealth are, yet the

greatest instrument for moneymaking, the greatest

power toward national prosperity, is the machinery
in the factories and mills of Canada. The table that

follows may dissipate a popular impression fostered

by those who have endeavored to bring only the agri-

cultural possibilities of Canada into prominence.

MANUFACTURING GREATEST FORM OF NATIONAL
ENERGY.

Canada 's Production, 1913.

Manufactured goods $1,600,000,000

Farm products (grain, live stock,

dairy, and all other farm products) 853,000,000

Forests 195,000,000

Mines 144,000,000

Fisheries 33,000,000

$2,825,000,000
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"CASA LOMA, THE RESIDENCE OF SIB HENKY PELLATT.

These figures indicate that manufacturing has a

greater capital invested in it than any other form of

national energy; that it must employ many more

people than agriculture; that industrialism is the

largest force in the well-being and prosperity of the

country. Now Toronto has never publicly set forth

the claim that it is the most important industrial city

in ( 'anada
;
that it employs more skilled workers and

highly-paid workers and that its factory products
are greater than any other city in the country.

(Toronto ranks very high among the industrial cities

of the British Empire). Toronto has never blazoned

these claims because the spirit of the city is opposed

DOVERCOUKT LAN/D
BUILDING 6 SAVINGS
COMPANY • LIMITED
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THE NEW GOVERNMENT HOUSE.

to it; English feelings, the English attitude, and

therefore conservatism, dominate Toronto. Yet it

must not be thought that Toronto lacks enterprise

and enthusiasm, for it is just these qualities that

have added 200,000 people to its population within

the last eight years.

WHAT MAKES TORONTO GREAT.

As a groundwork for enthusiasm and vigor

Toronto has its many and varied manufacturing

industries, its activities as a distributing and loading

centre by boat through the canal system of the Great

Lakes, and over the three transcontinental railways.

These railways' statistics make Toronto their chief

point in Canada, and one of the greatest in America,

for the origination of freight and passenger traffic.

DOVERCOURX LAWD
BUILDING 6 SAVINGS
COMPAMY • LIMITED
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NIAGARA FKl'IT ARRIVING AT TORONTO.

TORONTO'S INDUSTRIES ARE VARIED.

All agricultural Canada pays tribute to Toronto
and every line of activity in Canada pays toll as well.

I Jul Toronto's industrial influence is even broader;

its factories ship their goods to every market in the

world; they draw their raw material from everv

country. The figures of Canada's and Toronto's in-

dustrial size that follow will provoke the interest of

those not fully acquainted with the city's position as

a place of production. These figures have never been

presented before in this fashion; they are calculated

by experts upon government reports. One reason

why Toronto is sometimes regarded only as a resi-

dential and educational city
—and often as a health

resort, for its death-rate is the lowest of any large

American city
— is that it.

1u_ir_hovoi- affniner] pn^n-
IB in any one line of manufacture. One thinks

DOVERCOURX LAN/D
BUILDING G SAVINGS
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GOODERHAH POUNTAIN BY NIGHT—A REPLICA OF THE FAMOUS ST. PETER'S IN

ROME, BY MICHAEL AXGELO.

of Birmingham as a metal goods centre, of Chicago

as the greatest meat-handling city in the world, of

Bradford for woollens, of Nottingham for laces, of

Pittsburg's steel mills, of Manchester as a textile

centre, or Minneapolis as the world's greatest flour-

mi lling city. Toronto does no_L££>£ciarize in indus-

tries, but its factories ra^oro ti-ivmiprVi every~lme of

^ji'1m4m> n"A +1™ p«^p1c of_thecity are glacTtlia t

llux—i*-—sll__ Depression through over-production,

through tariff changes, through failure of raw sup-

plies and other causes, frequently upset a branch of

manufacture. The branches in Toronto are so varied

that a period of quietness in one line has little effect

upon the city as a whole. That this makes for an

evenness <>f prosperity is admitted. That it makes
for a financial and commercial solidarity is also true.

—^^*-

DOVERCOURX LAN/D
BUILDING 6 SAVINGS
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I. ONTARIO MUSI

Toronto has one^ejghtk-el
—< 'idhii Io-^ iii<1 1 1 s

t_
rin I

empJoNCCS.

Toronto pays one-sixth of Canada's industrial

wages.

TORONTO'S POPULATION IS BRITISH.

It will be noticed thai Toronto, with one-quarter
of the factory workers id' the Province, pays out to

them one-third of the factory wages in Ontario.

Toronto's workmen are of high intelligence and well

paid. The city has almost entirely an English-speak-

ing population. There is little ground for a boast of

cosmopolitanism. The following table classifies by
nationalities the population of Toronto and Mont-

real. 'Idie total population of Toronto at the end of

March, 1914, was estimated by civic officers at some-

what more than 500,000, hut that figure has been

chosen as most clearly setting forth the elements of

population, while 600,000 has been chosen as the

population of Montreal :

DOVER(
BUU
CO'
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TYPICAL GARDEN IN LAWRENCE PARK.

t» .,. , , -, ^ Toronto. Montreal.
British-born and Can-

adian of British ex-

traction 86% 430,000 24% 144,000

French 1.3%

German 2.6%

Italian 1.2%

Jewish 5.5%

All others 3.4%

6,500 64% 384,000

13,000 .5% 3,000

6,000 1.3% 7,800

27,500 6% 36,000

17,000 4.2% 25,200

During the decade ending with 1913, Toronto's

growth in population of 138 per cent, was unparal-
leled on this continent. Chicago's increase was 28

per cent., Cleveland's 47 per cent., Buffalo's 20 per

cent,, Detroit's 63 per cent., and Montreal's 70 per

15
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TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

ccni. From these figures it will be seen that Chi-

cago's rate of growth was one-fifth of Toronto's,

Buffalo's one-sixth, and Montreal's and Detroit's

about one-half of Toronto's. Most important of this

increase is the greater proportion of Anglo-Saxons

arriving in Toronto than in other cities of the con-

tinent.

Foreign visitors have remarked Toronto's Amer-
ica 11 atmosphere and appearance, and yet noticed

that British ideals and spirit are dominant. This

happy blending of national characteristics accounts

for the skyscrapers of the downtown streets and the

American forms of business that to a large extent

prevail, the English habits of thought and the Eng-
lish modes of living. The people being well and con-

tinuously paid, are prosperous. To own one's home
is a mark of civic pride, and the possession of pro-

perty is the desire and within the abilitv of nearly

everyone. The great majority of families occupy

DOVERCOURT LAN/D
BUILDING <S SAVP
COMPANY ° LIAUTED
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CITY HALL, TORONTO.

homes of their own. Altogether there are seventy
thousand realty owners.

TORONTO PEOPLE OWN THREE-QUARTERS OF A
BILLION IN REAL ESTATE.

The tharkel value of the property within the

limits of Toronto is $750,000,000. This figure has

largely been attained within the last six years, duo
to the heavy influx of people and new buildings that

have consequently been rendered accessary. The
new buildings of the last six years cosl $130,000,000.
Kui recent addition- to aggregate property values

have been caused largely by the opening of ten thou-

sand acres of new residential sections in six fears.

KND
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THE ARMOURIES.

With all this remarkable development, and despite

the fact that the assessment of the city has increased

200 per cent, in the past ten years, there need be no

fear that Toronto realty ajDpraisals are exaggerated.

Values are based on earning capacities, the price of a

house is fixed by its rents; the price of a downtown

property is determined by the store or office revenue

it is capable of earning. The character of the people
dot- not know the speculative instinct as a compon-
ent, but, as is natural in a thriving community, some

realty speculation is indulged in. It has been small

compared with the business of legitimate realty de-

velopment and trading; not three per cent, of To-

ronto property has been affected in recent years by

CRCOURT lan/d
BUILDING G SAVi:

'AMY ITED
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YONGE STREET LOOKING NORTH.

speculation. The great number of property owners

is an obstacle in the way of unwarranted advances in

prices. The sole interest of most of the owners has

been to have a home of their own, that is, and will

21
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always be, while the city continues to attract new

population, the primal force in Toronto real estate.

TORONTO LARGER THAN NEXT LARGEST FOURTEEN
CITIES OF ONTARIO COMBINED.

There can be no question that the interest awak-

ened by Canada in Britain is to a great extent re-

sponsible for the increases in population by immigra-

tion in iv.Tiit years, although the city has drawn

heavily from the -mallei- cities and towns of Ontario.

The in'\t fourteen Largest cities of the Province have

lmt the aggregate of population and wealth possessed

by the "iic city of Toronto. Though immigration
from Britain in 1914 is not so great as in the previous

year, this fad <\<>r> qoI produce pessimism in the

minds of those connected with the city government,
who predicted a population of one million people by

1925, in calculating the advantages that would accrue

it' the people possessed themselves of certain of the

privately owned utilities.

TORONTO IS MAKING ONE THOUSAND FACTORY SITES.

Toronto, with the summer of 1914, commences a

lies of public improvements that are bound to

draw great numbers of industrial and commercial

workers. For instance, the chief aim of the

$25,000,000 harbor development project is to open up
an area of 644 acres for industrial purposes. The

improvement of shipping facilities, the deepening of

the harbor to admit ocean-going boats, while most

important in itself, is but secondary. One thousand

factories will be accommodated in this industrial area

bringing tens of thousands of new workmen to

S SAVIN
TED
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LAMBTON GOLF CLUB.

Toronto. Already allotments for space are being

made. The plans of the Harbor Board also provide

for a thirty-mile boulevard, following the waterfront

and encircling the city in the suburbs, showing the

aesthetic civic ideals that prevail.

RAILWAYS BUILDING TO COPE
GROWTH.

WITH TORONTO'S

Each of the transcontinental railways has a large

programme t<» till in Toronto. That they are pre-

paring for Toronto becoming a very important in-

dustrial centre is indicated in the fact that in no other

pari o\' the Dominion are they making so large ex-

penditure. At present the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way is working <>n a grade separation of its line

across the northern part of the city, that involves the

building of three high five-track viaducts to replace

~
KND
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ROYAL CANADIAN YACHT CLUB—VIEW FROM THE WHARF.

single-track surface lines. Plans have been filed by
the Canadian Northern Railway for an underground
entrance for its main line into the city, while in con-

nection with general railway development in the

downtown section of Toronto, the Grand Trunk Rail-

way will build a viaduct extending along the water-

front. This railway work, which totals over fifty

millions, is entirely apart from civic expenditures
such as the installation of water, sewage and other

utilities in the newer districts, and the erection of

private buildings.

Construction will also begin in a few weeks upon
a new Union Station for Toronto, which will be one

of the finest on the continent.

DOVERCOURT LAND
BUILDING <S SAVINGS
COMPANY ° LIMITED
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TORONTO WILL SPEND $350,000,000 BEFORE 1919.

In this array of expenditures for public improve-
ments estimated a1 $350,000,000 before 1919—To-
ronto has a programme worthy of a nation. Yet it is

a fact worthy of some attention that the Corporation
of Toronto will contribute but little to these expendi-

tures, although its people will benefil greatly year by

year. They will as well be given mighty assets that

ensure future welfare. Balf the cost of these im-

provements will lie for labor, ami the distribution of

these wages will be a ureal, while not lasting, factor

in the city's general prosperity. The point that these

improvements will he a benefit and not a burden to

the people of Toronto merits emphasis, although the

people i,\' Toronto could without difficulty carry the

burden, as this tabulation of per capita debt at the

end of 1913, the latest available date, shows:
City. Per Cap. Debt. City. Per Cap. Debt.

Winnipeg $109.00 Vancouver $179.00

Calgary 119.00 Edmonton 196.00

Montreal 134.00 Toronto 76.00

Progressive as Toronto is, the enterprise of its

citizens has not been sufficient to cope with the pro-
blems brought by the 200,000 who have come to To-
ronto within eight years. The city has had work for

them to do—to-day the average of unemployment is

the lowest of any large city in America—but it has
not been able to provide housing accommodation

quickly enough.

TORONTO DEMANDS 7,000 NEW HOUSES YEARLY.
The city put the financial stamp of approval upon

a semi-public housing project with the object of re-

26
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lieving the house scarcity as much by example as by

actual alleviation. This project has served chiefly to

impress the fad thai the situation can he helped only

by private enterprise, and thai any project providing

Living accommodation thai can only be rented and

not purchased is unpopular with the people. The

medical health officer, who besl knows the physical re-

quirements of the citizens, declares that ten thousand

houses are Deeded. And it has been clearly proved
that private constructive enterprise, however over-

worked it is, must provide these homes, and homes of

the people who will continue to be attracted to the

city. The yearly demand for houses at present is

7,000. With many new industries starting to build

plants, the demand will likely become much greater

within two years.

Not only is there a demand for houses in Toronto.

The call is constant lor factories, churches, office and

bank buildings, and country homes. Active building

operations of various kinds are giving Toronto an

enviable record and reputation. For the six years,

including 1913, for instance, the value of the building

permits granted in Toronto were $30,000,000 in ex-

cess of those granted in Montreal. Even in the pres-
ent year, 1914, an admittedly dull period in America,

one-quarter of the total value of the entire Domin-
ion's building pe l'n i its is credited to Toronto. Again,
we see that this city is growing constantly and rapidly
because fortunate circumstances—national, provin-

cial, civic and economic—compel it to do so.

Toronto's growth is unparalleled on the continent.

When the city was incorporated in 1834 it had a

IRT LAND
• LI \\ ITED
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RIVERDALE ZOO.

population of but 9,254. From 1900 to 1911 there

was an increase of 81 per cent., and since that decade

there has been a steady gain of 35,000 a year. Every
four minutes of the business day a newcomer arrives

in Toronto.

Last year nearly 40,000 real estate transfers were

negotiated in Toronto and suburbs. Each three and

a-half minutes of the working day a deal is con-

cluded.

This city will continue to expand. Its area is only

30 square miles. Buffalo covers 42 square miles, Chi-

cago 190, Cleveland 45, and Montreal and Detroit 40

square miles.
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The <'it\ of Toronto is brick-built, there being a

striking absence of the frame or wooden structure

whirl) is far too common in America. The brick-

l.uih homes of Toronto are another indication of the

<-ii\ 'g character. They are further evidence of pros-

perity and permanency. They are evidence of On-

tario's wealth, although with the bright, rich glow of

the < 'aii.hli.in Wot shining in our exes, we sometimes

forgel thai this Province has lie.-, .me the hack-hone of

Canada. We arc apt sometimes to overlook the fact

that in ( mtario there arc openings for the placing of

mortgages and similar investments that are as emin-

ently safe and as sine in profits as are opportunities

elsewhere.

CANADA PRODUCES THREE BILLIONS A YEAR.

No ritv is greater than a country: Toronto's well-

being is synchronal with Canada's. With a young
country of eigbl million people producing three bil-

lion dollars ;i year there should he nothing but confi-

dence in its future welfare. But there is every rea-

son to believe that the wealth produced in 1914 will

he much greater than three billions. Take, for ex-

ample, agriculture. In 1913, 35,000,000 acres were

under cultivation.

CANADA HAS MANY ACRES READY FOR THE PLOW.

In the three Prairie Provinces, Alberta, Sas-

katchewan. Manitoba, there are 349,500,000 acres

highly suitable for cultivation but as vet nntilled,

while in the rich Province of Ontario not a third

of the hind available for farming has been

DOVEROOURT LAN/D
BUILDING C SAVl?
COMPANY •
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touched. This .year, so the latest reports show, the

area under cultivation in Canada is greater than last

year by several million acres, and with the introduc-

tion of improved farming methods, the lands are con-

stantly becoming more productive.

The railways of Canada, in which $2,500,000,000
has been invested, propose no restriction to the ex-

pansion demanded by the growing necessities of the

country.

It is interesting to observe, in conclusion, that

four billions of dollars have been invested in the

capital of companies promoting the manufacturing,
financial and transportation interest of Canada, and

that the aggregate export and import trade for the

year 1913 was $1,147,648,243. The trade balance

against Canada, which has been freely commented

upon, was materially reduced, the exports being

$474,413,664, as compared with $378,093,990 for the

previous year, the imports being $673,234,578, as

against $645,547,512 the year before. To the year's

increase in Canadian exports manufactured goods

contributed a gain of 29 per cent.
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